At our open house... we’re looking for graduating engineers!

Attend RCA’S OPEN HOUSE
March 20th and 21st 2:00 to 8:00 pm

At RCA in Burlington, Mass., we are developing and producing computer and microprocessor-based electronic systems which demand the latest in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science technologies. Our Open House is your opportunity to explore the advantages of employment with RCA by talking directly with our Engineers and Managers.

You are invited to tour the engineering laboratories and office areas. Candidates who bring their academic transcripts may get an offer right on the spot!

Here at RCA Automated Systems’ Open House and Buffet, you can explore opportunities in:

- CPI Systems
- Automatic Test Systems
- Software Engineering
- Test Program Set Development
- Manufacturing Test Engineering

If you are unable to attend, but would like to talk with us, please call or write our Professional College Recruiter, Julie Fredericksen.

RCA Automated Systems
Bedford Road (Route 02)
Burlington, MA 01803
(617) 229-5413

Equal Opportunity Employer • U.S. Citizenship Required